Abstract. The formal degree conjecture relates the formal degree of an irreducible square-integrable representation of a reductive group over a local field to the special value of the adjoint γ-factor of its L-parameter. In this paper, we prove the formal degree conjecture for odd special orthogonal and metaplectic groups in the generic case, which combined with Arthur's work on the local Langlands correspondence implies the conjecture in full generality.
Introduction
Let F be a non-archimedean local field of characteristic 0 and G a connected reductive algebraic group over F . We write G = G(F ) by abuse of notation. Let Z be the maximal F -split torus of the center of G. Let π be an irreducible square-integrable representation of G. Namely, π is an irreducible smooth representation of G with unitary central character such that the absolute value of any matrix coefficient of π is square-integrable over Z\G. (1.1) γ ar (s, π, Ad, ψ) = γ (s, π, Ad, ψ)
so that one can phrase the formal degree conjecture in terms of γ (s, π, Ad, ψ). The equality (1.1) is known in some cases, most importantly for Rankin-Selberg convolutions.
In this paper, we study the formal degree conjecture for the general linear group GL n , the metaplectic group Mp n , i.e., the unique non-split double cover of the symplectic group Sp n , and the odd special orthogonal groups SO(2n + 1).
In §2, we consider the case of GL n . The formal degree conjecture is already known in this case by using either an explicit formula of Silberger-Zink (see [AP05, Theorem 6 .5], [HII08b, Theorem 3.1]) or the Langlands-Shahidi method as in [HII08b, §4] . We give a new proof based on the Rankin-Selberg method (see Theorem 2.1). In this case the equality (1.1) is a consequence of the local Langlands correspondence for GL n [HT01, Hen00, Sch13] .
In §3, we consider the case of Mp n . Strictly speaking, Mp n is not an algebraic group, but the conjecture for Mp n is formulated (slightly inaccurately) in [GI14, §14] . The work of Jiang-Soudry [JS03, JS04] , which is based on the descent method of Ginzburg-RallisSoudry [GRS99, GRS02, GRS11] , gives for a suitable choice of a non-generate character ψÑ , a one-to-one correspondence between the set Irr sqr,ψÑ -gen Mp n of irreducible ψÑ -generic square-integrable representations of Mp n and the set Irr msqr GL 2n of irreducible representations of GL 2n parabolically induced from π 1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ π k , where π 1 , . . . , π k are pairwise inequivalent irreducible square-integrable representations of GL 2n 1 , . . . , GL 2n k respectively with n 1 + · · · + n k = n and L(0, π i , ∧ 2 ) = ∞ for all i. We show that ifπ ∈ Irr sqr,ψÑ -gen Mp n is the descent of π ∈ Irr msqr GL 2n then
n 2 k γ (1, π, Sym 2 , ψ)dπ = |2| n 2 k γ ar (1, π, Sym 2 , ψ)dπ (see Theorem 3.3). Here γ (s, π, Sym 2 , ψ) is the γ-factor defined by Shahidi [Sha90] . The proof is based on the Main Identity of the second and third named authors [LM14c] .
In §4, we consider the split odd special orthogonal group SO(2n + 1). The theta correspondence gives a bijection between Irr sqr,ψÑ -gen Mp n and Irr sqr,gen SO(2n + 1). (Since SO(2n + 1) is adjoint, we do not need to specify the generic character.) Using the above result for Mp n and the result of [GI14] we conclude that for any σ ∈ Irr sqr,gen SO(2n + 1)
where π ∈ Irr msqr GL 2n is the Jiang-Soudry lift of σ [JS04] . Actually, some of the results in §4 are necessary for §3, as are results about the theta correspondence due to Gan-Savin [GS12] . Under the local Langlands correspondence for SO(2n + 1), which would follow from Arthur's work [Art13] once its prerequisites are established, we get the formal degree conjecture for SO(2n + 1) (as well as for Mp n ) in full generality in §5. Indeed, given a square-integrable L-packet P, the relation (1.2) is the required relation for the generic member of P and as explained in [Sha90, §9] , the endoscopic character relations show that the formal degree is constant on P. Similarly, a similar statement for non-split SO(2n + 1) would follow from results announced by Arthur. We remark that in [HII08b] a different method using stable endoscopy was used to study the formal degrees of stable square-integrable representations for odd unitary groups. However, it seems non-trivial to use this method to study non-stable representations.
We mention some prior results confirming the formal degree conjecture for inner forms of GL n and SL n [HII08b] , unipotent discrete series representations of adjoint unramified groups [Ree00, CKK12, Opd13], depth-zero supercuspidal representations of pure inner forms of unramified groups [DR09] , [HII08b, §3.5] , and certain positive-depth supercuspidal representations of tamely ramified groups [GR10, RY14, Kal12] . The formal degree conjecture is also known for U(3), GSp 2 , Sp 2 [GI14] , and Mp 1 [Qiu12] .
The proof of our results is based on a comparison of two inner products on the Whittaker model. One is the integration over ZN\G (where N is a maximal unipotent subgroup of G) which makes sense for any irreducible generic square-integrable representation. The other comes from Rankin-Selberg integrals and it involves the group GL n in the background. By a formal computation, the constant of proportionality is precisely the formal degree up to a sign. On the other hand, this constant is the local γ-factors up to precise factors which in the case of classical groups and the metaplectic group were worked out by Kaplan in [Kap14] .
In Appendix A we provide a globalization result, based on a result of SakellaridisVenkatesh [SV12] and bounds towards the Ramanujan conjecture on GL n by RudnickLuo-Sarnak [LRS99] (extended to the ramified case independently by Bergeron-Clozel [BC05] and Müller-Speh [MS04] ). As usual, it enables us to use global methods for local results.
Finally, in Appendix B we consider the real case. As we mentioned above, in the padic case, our result on the formal degree conjecture for Mp n is a consequence of the Main Identity [LM14c] . Conversely, in the real case, we will deduce the Main Identity (in the square-integrable case) from the formal degree conjecture, which is a reformulation of Harish-Chandra's formula for formal degrees.
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Notation. Let F be a non-archimedean local field of characteristic 0 and of residual characteristic p. We denote by O the ring of integers of F , by q the cardinality of the residue field of F , and by | · | the absolute value on F . Let W F be the Weil group of F and WD F = W F × SL(2, C) the Weil-Deligne group of F . Fix a non-trivial character ψ of F . For a linear algebraic group G over F , we identify G with the group of its F -rational points G(F ). We denote by e the identity element of G and by δ G the modulus character of G. If G is connected and reductive, we denote by Z the maximal F -split torus of the center of G. For a positive integer m, we denote by I m the identity matrix in GL m . Set
We denote by M m the F -vector space of m×m matrices. Set s m = {x ∈ M m :x = x}, wherex = w m t xw m . Given a connected algebraic subgroup G of GL m defined over F we can endow G with a Haar measure d ψ = d G ψ by considering the lattice of integral matrices in Lie G and using it to determine a gauge form (up to an element of O * ) which in turn (together with the selfdual Haar measure on F with respect to ψ) gives rise to a Haar measure on G. Note that this coincides with the Haar measure defined in [GG99, HII08a] (using a Chevalley basis) for the symplectic group, but not for the orthogonal group (with their canonical linear representations). If H is a subgroup of G we take the quotient "measure" d
(Of course, strictly speaking this is a measure only when δ G H = δ H .) When the choice of Haar measure is unimportant (e.g., for convergence estimates) we omit the subscript ψ from the notation.
We denote by Irr G the set of equivalence classes of irreducible smooth representations of G. From now on, we do not distinguish representations and their equivalence classes. Let
be the chain of subsets consisting of irreducible square-integrable (resp. tempered, unitarizable) representations. We denote by Irr cusp G the subset of irreducible supercuspidal representations of G. If G is quasi-split over F , N is a maximal unipotent subgroup of G defined over F and ψ N is a non-degenerate character of N, we denote by Irr ψ N -gen G the subset of irreducible ψ N -generic representations of G. If G/Z is adjoint, then ψ N is unique up to conjugacy, so we omit ψ N from the notation. If p 1 , p 2 , . . . are properties of representations, we write Irr p 1 ,p 2 ,... G = Irr p 1 G ∩ Irr p 2 G ∩ · · · . IfG = Mp n we will only consider genuine representations.
Let π ∈ Irr GL m and let φ be the m-dimensional representation of WD F corresponding to π under the local Langlands correspondence [HT01, Hen00, Sch13] . For any algebraic representation r of GL m (C), write
where r ∨ is the contragredient of r and L Artin and ε DL are the factors attached to a representation of WD F by Artin and Deligne-Langlands respectively (see [Tat79] ). If r is the standard representation, we suppress r from the notation. The properties of local Langlands correspondence for GL m guarantee that
for any π i ∈ Irr GL m i , i = 1, 2 where the left-hand side is the γ-factor attached to the tensor product representation of GL m 1 (C) × GL m 2 (C) and the right-hand is the γ-factor defined by Jacquet-Piatetski-Shapiro-Shalika [JPSS83] (or Shahidi [Sha90] ; they coincide, cf. [Sha84] ). For non-negative real-valued functions a and b defined on a set X we write a(x) ≪ b(x) if there exists a constant c > 0 such that a(x) ≤ cb(x) for all x ∈ X. If c depends on a parameter d, we write a(x) ≪ d b(x).
General linear groups
Let n be a positive integer and G = GL n the general linear group of rank n. Let N be the maximal unipotent subgroup of G consisting of upper unitriangular matrices and B = B n the normalizer of N, i.e., the group of upper triangular matrices in G. Let P be the mirabolic subgroup of G consisting of matrices whose last row is (0, . . . , 0, 1). We denote by Z the center of G.
Let π ∈ Irr gen G. We realize π on its Whittaker model W ψ (π) with respect to the non-degenerate character ψ N of N given by ψ N (u) = ψ(u 1,2 + · · · + u n−1,n ). Assume that π is unitarizable. We define a non-degenerate
where the integral converges absolutely (see [Ber84] 
, where the integral converges absolutely (see [Wal03, Proposition II.4.5]). We can also define another non-degenerate G-invariant bilinear form
where the integral converges absolutely (see [LM09] 
, where ω π is the central character of π and Ad is the adjoint representation of GL n (C) on sl n (C). Here
where we recall that the numerator is the γ-factor defined by Jacquet-Piatetski-ShapiroShalika [JPSS83] and the denominator is Tate's γ-factor. Of course, by the local Langlands correspondence for GL n we have
Theorem 2.1. Let π ∈ Irr sqr GL n and let d π be its formal degree. Then
Proof. By (2.3) it is enough to prove the first equality. Recall that d π is defined by the relation
We will soon see that the double integral converges absolutely. Therefore we can interchange the order of integration to get
2 The result in [loc. cit.] is stated with respect to the Haar measures
Changing the variable g → p −1 g, we get
By (2.1), this is equal to
Now the theorem follows from (2.2).
To justify the manipulation, we show the convergence of the triple integral
] π du dg dp.
Let K = K n = GL n (O) be the standard maximal compact subgroup of G. We embed GL n−1 into GL n by g → g 1 . Let T be the maximal torus of GL n−1 consisting of diagonal matrices. Using the Iwasawa decomposition, we write the above integral as
Changing the variable u → t 1 ut −1 1 , we get
Since π is square-integrable, there exists a function f in the Harish-Chandra Schwartz space of G such that
G is the Harish-Chandra standard spherical function on G and σ(g) = max(1, log |g i,j | , log |(g −1 ) i,j |) (cf. [Wal03, p. 250 and 242]). Hence we can bound the above integral by
for all z ∈ Z and t ∈ T . Thus, the above is bounded by a constant multiple of
By the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, the integral over t 1 , k 1 is bounded by the square-root of
we reduce the convergence to that of
This follows immediately from standard bounds on the Whittaker function (e.g., [LM14b, Lemma 2.1]).
Metaplectic groups
We follow the conventions of [LM13, LM14c] . Let n be a positive integer and let
be the symplectic group of rank n, where J n = wn −wn . Let N ′ be the maximal unipotent subgroup of G ′ consisting of upper unitriangular matrices. LetG = Mp n be the metaplectic group of rank n, i.e., the unique non-split double cover of G ′ . We regardG as the set G ′ × {±1} with multiplication law determined by Ranga Rao's 2-cocycle. We writeg = (g, 1) ∈G for g ∈ G ′ . We identify N ′ with its image inG under the homomorphism u →ũ. LetÑ be the preimage of N ′ inG. Let G = Sp 2n be the symplectic group of rank 2n and η : G ′ ֒→ G the embedding given by η(g) = diag(I n , g, I n ). Let N be the maximal unipotent subgroup of G consisting of upper unitriangular matrices. Let V be the unipotent radical of the standard parabolic subgroup of G with Levi component
Let π ∈ Irr gen GL 2n . We regard π as a representation of M via ̺ and realize it on the Whittaker model W ψ (π) with respect to the non-degenerate character ψ N M of N M = N ∩M given by ψ N M (u) = ψ(u 1,2 +· · ·+u 2n−1,2n ). Let Ind(W ψ (π)) be the space of left U-invariant smooth functions W on G such that the function m → δ P (m)
We define an intertwining operator
by the meromorphic continuation of the integral
where t = diag(1, −1, 1, . . . , −1) ∈ GL 2n . Recall that M(s) converges absolutely and is holomorphic for ℜs > 0 if π is tempered.
Let ω ψ −1 be the (suitably extended) Weil representation of V ⋊G with respect to ψ
, and s ∈ C, where
Nγ, and ξ n = (0, . . . , 0, 1) ∈ F n . By [LM13, Lemma 4.5], this integral converges absolutely and defines an entire function in s, and
forũ ∈Ñ, where ψÑ is the genuine character ofÑ whose restriction to N ′ is the nondegenerate character
Consider now the local zeta integrals and local factors of Ginzburg-Rallis-Soudry [GRS98, GRS99] . Letσ ∈ Irr ψ −1 N -genG with Whittaker model W ψ −1 (σ) and let π ∈ Irr gen GL 2n . For
The integral converges absolutely for ℜs ≫ 0 and is a rational function in q −s . Note that ifσ is square-integrable and π is tempered then by [LM13, Lemma 4.12] this integral converges absolutely for ℜs ≥ − 1 2
. By [GRS98, Proposition 6.6], there existW ,
Moreover, we have a local functional equation
which defines the γ-factor γ (s,σ × π, ψ) (see [Kap14] 3 ). Here ω π is the central character of π and the second factor in the denominator is the γ-factor defined by Shahidi [Sha90] .
Consider the subset Irr msqr GL 2n of Irr gen GL 2n consisting of representations of the form
where π 1 , . . . , π k are pairwise inequivalent irreducible square-integrable representations of GL 2n 1 , . . . , GL 2n k respectively with [KR12] that any π ∈ Irr msqr GL 2n has a trivial central character. Also, for π as above γ (s, π, ∧ 2 , ψ) has a pole of order k at s = 1, since the π i 's are distinct. Therefore,
For π ∈ Irr msqr GL 2n , we define a representation D ψ (π) ofG by right translation on the space spanned by the genuine functions
The following result will be proved in the next section.
for τ ∈ Irr gen GL m , m ≥ 1. In particular, if π is of the form (3.2) then γ (s,π × π, ψ) has a pole of order k at s = 1.
We now quote a corollary of the main result of [LM14c] .
Note that [LM14c, Corollary 3.4] uses Theorem 3.1. However, this does not entail a circular reasoning since the proof of Theorem 3.1 in the next section will be independent of the results of [LM14c] .
For any π ∈ Irr gen GL m let γ (s, π, Sym 2 , ψ) be the γ-factor defined by Shahidi [Sha90] . We have
With Theorem 3.2, we will be able to deduce a formula for the formal degree as follows:
-gen Mp n and let dπ be its formal degree (as a Haar measure on Sp n ). Then
Remark 3.4. The formal degree conjecture for Mp n was formulated in [GI14, §14] but the factor |2| n was overlooked.
Proof. We first remark that the first asserted equality implies the second one. Indeed, by a result of Henniart [Hen10] we have
for some root of unity α (a priori depending on π). On the other hand γ ar (1, π, Sym 2 , ψ) is a positive real number (see [GR10, (36) and §8.6]). Therefore α > 0 and hence α = 1.
Fix π ∈ Irr msqr GL 2n of the form (3.2) and letπ = D ψ −1 (π). By Theorem 3.1π is squareintegrable. We define a non-degenerateG-invariant bilinear form
) is a non-zero constant multiple of the absolutely convergent integralJ(W , M(
, whereas γ (s, π, ψ) is holomorphic and non-zero at s = 1 2 . Hence, the functional
We define another non-degenerateG-invariant bilinear form (·,
where the integral converges absolutely (see [LM09] ). Then by the definition of (·, ·)π, the functional equation (3.1), and (3.3), we have
Taking into account (3.4) and (3.6) we get
Recall that the Haar measure dπ is defined by the relation
) and Φ ∈ S(F n ). As in the case of GL n we compute
Changing the variable g → x −1 g, we get
By (3.7), this is equal to
To justify the manipulation, we show the convergence of
Let T ′ be the maximal torus of G ′ consisting of diagonal matrices, B ′ the Borel subgroup of G ′ consisting of upper triangular matrices, and
As in the proof of Theorem 2.1, using the Iwasawa decomposition we can rewrite the above integral as
Sinceπ is square-integrable, by [Wal03, Corollaire III.1.2] (or rather its analogue for the metaplectic group), for any d > 0, the above integral is bounded by a constant multiple of
where Ξ G ′ is the Harish-Chandra standard spherical function on G ′ and σ ′ (g) = max(1, log |g i,j |) for g ∈ G ′ . By [Wal03, Proposition II.4.5] for any d ′ > 0 we can choose d > 0 such that the above is bounded by a constant multiple of
It remains to show the absolute convergence of
This follows (for any unitarizable π) from [LM13, Lemma 4.6].
Odd special orthogonal groups -the generic case
Let O(2n + 1) be the (split) orthogonal group of the quadratic space (F 2n+1 , b(x, y) = t xw 2n+1 y):
O(2n + 1) = {g ∈ GL 2n+1 : t gw 2n+1 g = w 2n+1 }.
Let SO(2n + 1) = O(2n + 1) ∩ SL(2n + 1) be the special orthogonal group. Let N O be the maximal unipotent subgroup of SO(2n + 1) consisting of upper unitriangular matrices.
Here N GLn is the group of upper unitriangular matrices in GL n .
By the results of Jiang-Soudry [JS03, JS04] 4 , there exists a unique injection
characterized by the equalities
for any σ ∈ Irr gen SO(2n + 1) and τ ∈ Irr gen GL m , m ≥ 1. Here the γ-factor on the right is the one defined in [Kap14] , based on [Sou93] . Moreover, this injection restricts to a bijection L : Irr sqr,gen SO(2n + 1) −→ Irr msqr GL 2n . Let Ω ψ be the Weil representation of Mp n × O(2n + 1) with respect to ψ. (We follow the conventions of [MR04, BLM13] .) Up to equivalence, it depends only on the ( 
. The Howe duality conjecture, which was proved by Waldspurger [Wal90] for p = 2, asserts that either
5 Let σ ∈ Irr SO(2n + 1). Then by [GS12, Corollary 6.4], there exists a unique
Similarly, for anyπ ∈ Irr Mp n , we have a smooth representation ← − Θ ψ (π) of O(2n + 1) of finite length and its maximal semisimple quotient ← − θ ψ (π). We regard ← − Θ ψ (π) and ← − θ ψ (π) as representations of SO(2n + 1) by restriction. Once again for p = 2, ← − θ ψ (π) is either zero or irreducible.
Proposition 4.1.
(
Proof. Let σ ∈ Irr gen SO(2n + 1). For any irreducible constituentπ of − → θ ψ (σ), we have a non-zero Mp n × SO(2n + 1)-equivariant map Letπ
by (4.2). The second part follows.
Proposition 4.2. Let * = temp or sqr.
(1) If σ ∈ Irr * ,gen SO(2n + 1), then
Proof. By the result of Gan-Savin [GS12, Theorem 8.1], for any σ ∈ Irr temp SO(2n + 1) (resp. σ ∈ Irr sqr SO(2n + 1)),
) and tempered (resp. square-integrable). Hence the first part follows from Proposition 4.1.
By [loc. cit.], the same holds for ← − Θ ψ (π). Thus, to prove the second part, it remains to show that forπ ∈ Irr temp,ψ −1 N -gen Mp n , any irreducible constituent σ of ← − θ ψ (π) is generic. We have a non-zero Mp n × SO(2n + 1)-equivariant map 
and ψ B is the character of B given by ψ B (b) = ψ(b 1,2 + · · · + b n−2,n−1 + b n−1,n+1 ). As in (4.2), we compute
so that σ ∨ has a Bessel model, i.e., the Hom space on the right is non-zero. Since σ ∨ = σ by [MVW87, p. 91, Théorème] and we already know that σ is tempered, the following proposition concludes the proof. We remark that the proposition does not hold for an arbitrary σ; evidently the trivial representation of SO(3) has a Bessel model, but is not generic.
To prove Proposition 4.3, we need to introduce more notation. Let T 1 = {λ 1,1 (t) := diag(t, I 2n−1 , t −1 ) : t ∈ F * }. Define the one-parameter root subgroup
x) for t = diag(t 1 , . . . , t 2n+1 ) ∈ SO(2n + 1). We recall the definition of the Bessel subgroup in [BLM13] :
where 
).
Then ψ B ′ := Ψ B ′ is a character of B ′ . We also introduce some auxiliary groups. For k = 2, . . . , n, let B k be the group generated by
The following lemma is a special case of [GRS99, Lemma 2.2] (whose argument goes back to [JPSS79] ). For completeness we give a direct proof in the case at hand. 
Since the commutator [λ 1,n+1 (x), λ n,1 (y)] belongs to B ′ and ψ B ′ ([λ 1,n+1 (x), λ n,1 (y)]) = ψ(−xy) (if we choose λ i,j in a compatible way), the above integral is
is the Fourier transform of φ with respect to ψ −1 . Thus φ * n,1 f (λ 1,n+1 (x)) is a Schwartz function in x. This implies that f (λ 1,n+1 (x)) is a Schwartz function in x. We can define a linear form
It is clear that T 1,n+1 (f ( · g)) ∈ C sm (B n \ SO(2n + 1), νψ B n ) (as a function of g). Moreover the above calculation shows that
If σ has a (B ′ , ψ B ′ ) model, then the image of the model under T 1,n+1 is non-trivial by (4.3) and hence σ has a (B n , νψ B n ) model. The reverse direction is similar, as we have for f ∈ C sm (B n \ SO(2n + 1), νψ B n ) and φ ∈ C ∞ c (F ):
The proof of the second statement is similar, using the fact that when k = 2, . . . , n − 1, for f ∈ C sm (B k \ SO(2n + 1), ν s ψ B k ) and φ ∈ C ∞ c (F ):
and for f ∈ C sm (B k+1 \ SO(2n + 1), ν s−1 ψ B k+1 ) and φ ∈ C ∞ c (F ):
The lemma follows. Proposition 4.5. We have
Proof of Proposition 4.3. If σ has a Bessel model, then it also has a (B
for σ ∈ Irr gen SO(2n + 1) and τ ∈ Irr gen GL m , m ≥ 1. 
for the irreducible generic constituent σ of ← − θ ψ (π) if it exists. Let τ 1,ψ ⊗ · · · ⊗ τ k,ψ ⊗π 0 be the supercuspidal support ofπ, where τ i ∈ Irr cusp GL n i andπ 0 ∈ Irr cusp Mp n 0 with n 0 = n − n 1 − · · · − n k . Here we define a representation τ i,ψ of the double cover of GL n i (with multiplication law determined by the Hilbert symbol) by τ i,ψ (g, ǫ) = ǫγ ψ (det g)τ i (g) for (g, ǫ) ∈ GL n i ×{±1}, where γ ψ is Weil's factor with respect to ψ. Sinceπ is ψ 
unless n 0 = 1 andπ 0 is the odd Weil representation,
if n 0 = 1 andπ 0 is the odd Weil representation.
Hence, by the multiplicativity of γ-factors [Kap14], we may assume that bothπ and τ are supercuspidal. Then σ := ← − Θ ψ (π) = ← − θ ψ (π) is irreducible and generic by Proposition 4.2. We first assume that σ is supercuspidal, which is the case unless n = 1 andπ is the odd Weil representation of Mp 1 with respect to ψ (see [JS03, Theorem 2.2]). Choose a totally complex number field k such that k v 0 = F for some place v 0 of k. By replacing ψ by a character in its (F * ) 2 -orbit if necessary, we may assume that there exists a non-trivial character Ψ of k\A k (where A k is the adele ring of k) such that Ψ v 0 = ψ. We may also assume that Ψ v is trivial on O v for all finite places v of k. We claim that there exists an irreducible globally Ψ −1 N -generic cuspidal automorphic representationΠ of Mp n (A k ) such thatΠ v 0 =π, andΠ v is a subquotient of a principal series representation of Mp n (k v ) for any other place v = v 0 .
The argument is standard (cf. [HM02, PSP08] ). We choose
) as follows. At v 0 we take h v 0 to be a matrix coefficient ofπ such that f v (e) = 1 (cf. [PSP08, Lemma 4.4]). At the finite places v = v 0 of odd residual characteristic we take h v to be the function defined for g ∈ Mp n (k v ) by 
Then as in the proof of [PSP08, Theorem 4.1], K is cuspidal, K(e) = f (e) = 0, and any irreducible representation occurring in its spectral decomposition satisfies the required conditions. Let Σ be the global theta Ψ -lift ofΠ to SO(2n + 1, A k ). By [Fur95, Proposition 3], Σ is non-zero and globally generic. Since we have assumed that σ is supercuspidal, Σ is cuspidal. By [JS07, Theorem 1.3], Σ is irreducible.
6 Similarly, we can find an irreducible cuspidal automorphic representation T of GL m (A k ) such that T v 0 = τ , and T v is a subquotient of a principal series representation of GL m (k v ) for any other place v = v 0 . Now, by Kudla's results on the theta correspondence [Kud86] and once again, the multiplicativity of γ-factors [Kap14], we have 
Proof. For σ ∈ Irr sqr,gen SO(2n + 1), setπ = − → Θ ψ (σ) and π = L(σ). Let k be a number field such that k v 0 = F for some place v 0 of k. By replacing ψ by a character in its (F * ) 2 -orbit if necessary, we may assume that there exists a non-trivial character Ψ of k\A k such that Ψ v 0 = ψ. By Corollary A.8, there exists an irreducible globally Ψ of places of k. 7 Let Π be the weak lift of Σ to
, Σ) = 0 and Π v 0 = π by [JS04, Theorem E]. Moreover, the global descent D Ψ −1 (Π) of Π is irreducible by [GJS12] We now prove Theorem 3.1. As a consequence of Proposition 4.6, we obtain a commutative diagram
where in the diagram, L and − → Θ ψ are bijective and
Then by (4.1) and Proposition 4.5, we have
for any τ ∈ Irr gen GL m , m ≥ 1. This completes the proof of Theorem 3.1. Finally, we prove the formal degree conjecture for SO(2n + 1) in the generic case. We write d
SO(2n+1) ψ
for the Haar measure on SO(2n + 1) defined in [GG99, HII08a] . (We caution that unlike the case of symplectic groups, this does not coincide with our standard convention for Haar measures on subgroups of the general linear group.) Theorem 4.7. Let σ ∈ Irr sqr,gen SO(2n + 1) and let d σ be its formal degree. Assume that π = L(σ) is of the form (3.2). Then
Alternatively, this also follows from the Rallis inner product formula, basic properties of the local standard L-factors [Yam14] and the description of the generic unitary dual [LMT04] . 
On the other hand, the theorem was already proved in [HII08a] for the Steinberg representation of SO(2n + 1). This forces c = |2| −n and completes the proof.
Odd special orthogonal groups -the general case
We now prove the formal degree conjecture for SO(2n + 1), under the assumption of the local Langlands correspondence, which was established by Arthur [Art13] conditionally on the stabilization of the twisted trace formula. The local Langlands correspondence (in the square-integrable case) asserts that there exists a partition
into L-packets, where the disjoint union on the right-hand side runs over equivalence classes of square-integrable L-parameters φ : WD F → Sp n (C). Here we say that a continuous homomorphism φ : WD F → Sp n (C) is an L-parameter if φ is semisimple and φ SL(2,C) is algebraic, and that φ is square-integrable if the centralizer S φ of the image of φ in Sp n (C) is finite. Moreover, there exists a bijection
where S φ = S φ /{±I 2n } and S φ is the group of characters of S φ . Note that S φ is an elementary abelian 2-group.
The above bijection satisfies the following properties. We write ·, σ for the character of S φ associated to σ ∈ Π φ . For s ∈ S φ , set
where Θ σ is the character of σ. We may assume that φ = ξ • φ ′ , where
is an embedding with a + b = n, and that s is the image of (
for f ∈ C 
Hence L(σ) corresponds to ι • φ. This reduces the corollary to Theorem 4.7.
Now let SO(2n + 1)
− be the non-split special orthogonal group in 2n + 1 variables. We will explain how to prove the formal degree conjecture for SO(2n + 1) − if we admit the local Langlands correspondence (cf. [Wal12, §4.2]).
For the sake of uniform notation, we write SO(2n + 1) + for the split special orthogonal group in 2n + 1 variables. The local Langlands correspondence (in the square-integrable case) asserts that there exist a partition Irr sqr SO(2n + 1)
and a bijection Π φ −→ S φ satisfying the following properties, where the the disjoint union runs over conjugacy classes of square-integrable L-parameters φ : WD F → Sp n (C) and S φ is the group of characters of S φ . We write ·, σ for the character of S φ associated to σ ∈ Π φ . Set 
is the Haar measure on SO(2n + 1)
± defined in [GG99, HII08a] . If φ is the L-parameter such that φ W F is trivial and φ SL(2,C) corresponds to the regular unipotent orbit in Sp n (C), then Π ± φ is a singleton consisting of the Steinberg representation of SO(2n + 1)
± . Let d ± 0 be the formal degree of the Steinberg representation of SO(2n + 1)
, we must have c = 1. Also, as in the proof of Corollary 5.1, the other endoscopic character relations imply that the representations in Π − φ have the same formal degree. These allow us to reduce to the formal degree conjecture for SO(2n + 1) − to that for SO(2n + 1) + .
/W M 2 does not depend on g).
Let C be the set of G-orbits of the classes of pairs (M, σ) where M is a Levi subgroup of G and σ ∈ Irr unit,cusp M under the equivalence relation (M, σχ) ∼ (M, σ) for any χ ∈ Ψ unit (M). If π ∈ Irr G is a subquotient of an induced representation I P (σχ) := Ind Let D be the set of G-orbits of the classes of pairs (L, δ) where L is a Levi subgroup of G and δ ∈ Irr sqr L under the equivalence relation (L, δχ) ∼ (L, δ) for any χ ∈ Ψ unit (L). Suppose that π ∈ Irr G is a quotient of I Q (δχ) where Q is a parabolic subgroup with Levi component L, δ ∈ Irr sqr L, and χ ∈ Ψ(L) is dominant with respect to Q, i.e., |χ(α ∨ (̟))| ≤ 1 for any simple co-root α ∨ of the split component of the center of L (with respect to the unipotent radical of Q). Here ̟ is a uniformizer of O. Then we will write We recall the following standard result.
Proof. By passing to the contragredient we can assume instead that π m is a subrepresentation of I Q (ρχ m ) (rather than a quotient). Denote by Θ π the character of π (as a distribution on the Hecke algebra of G). By [ Tad88 
In particular, Irr temp,[(L,δ)] G consists of the various constituents of I(δχ) as we vary χ in
Now let G = SO(2n + 1) be the split odd special orthogonal group. We also remark that
We identify a * M with R k as above. The key fact is that R(δ) ∈ 1 2 Z k . This follows immediately from the results of Muić on generic square-integrable representations of classical groups [Mui98] and of course the Bernstein-Zelevnisky classification of square-integrable representations of GL m [BZ77, Zel80] .
Suppose that π m ∈ Irr unit,gen,≤c G is a sequence such that
. Therefore, by passing to a subsequence we can assume that there exists
dominant with respect to a parabolic subgroup Q ′ . By [Tad88, Theorem 2.5] we may assume, by passing to a subsequence, that χ m converges, say to χ. We claim that χ is unitary. Indeed, since
Z k we necessarily have λ m → 0 so that χ is unitary as claimed.
By Lemma A.1 we infer that π is a constituent of
. Now suppose in addition that π ∈ Irr temp,reg G. Then π = I Q ′ (δχ) and by (A.1), π m ∈ Irr temp,reg G for m ≫ 1 as required. For our purposes we only need to know that the irreducible ψ N -generic tempered representations of G are contained in the support of the Plancherel measure, which is the easier direction.
Now let k be a number field and let G = SO(2n + 1) be the split odd special orthogonal group over k. Let Cusp gen G(A k ) be the set of irreducible globally generic cuspidal automorphic representations of G(A k ). . Then for any place v of k and for any π ∈ Cusp gen G(A k ) we have π v ∈ Irr unit,gen,≤c G(k v ). Corollary A.6. Let S be a finite set of non-archimedean places of k. Then the set
We now treat the metaplectic groupG = Mp n . We only consider genuine representations and fix a non-degenerate character ψÑ as in §3. . Then for any place v of k and for anyπ ∈ Cusp
Finally using the globalization result [SV12, Theorem 16.3.2] (or more precisely, its modification to the case at hand) we obtain: Corollary A.8. Let S be a finite set of non-archimedean places of k. Then the set
Indeed we can fix an auxiliary finite place v ∈ S and fixτ ∈ Irr cusp,ψÑ -genG (k v ) (other than the odd Weil representation in the case n = 1). Then forπ ∈ Cusp ψÑ -genG (A k ) such thatπ v =τ , its theta ψ −1 -lift is cuspidal, i.e.,π ∈ Cusp
The globalization result shows that
is dense in Irr temp,ψÑ -gen,regG (k S ).
Appendix B. The real case
Suppose that F = R. The formal degree conjecture is known for connected reductive algebraic groups over R (see [HII08b, Proposition 2.1]). In this section, we also establish the conjecture in the case of Mp n (R). As a consequence, we deduce Theorem 3.2 for F = R.
Letπ ∈ Irr sqr Mp n (R). By [AB98, Theorem 3.3]
12
, there exists a unique σ ∈ Irr sqr SO(p, q) with p+q = 2n+1 and (−1) q = (−1) n such thatπ is the theta lift of σ to Mp n (R) (with respect to ψ). Let φ : W R → Sp n (C) be the L-parameter of σ. We also call φ the L-parameter ofπ. Let γ ar (s,π, Ad, ψ) be the Artin factor attached to φ.
Proposition B.1. The formal degree conjecture holds for Mp n (R), i.e.,
Proof. Let sp n (R) be the Lie algebra of Sp n (R) and t the Cartan subalgebra of sp n (R) given by
. . . xn , x 1 , . . . , x n ∈ R .
For i = 1, . . . , n, let e i ∈ t be the element with x i = 1 and x j = 0 if j = i. We now apply [HC76, p. 164, Corollary] to any irreducible (but not necessarily genuine) squareintegrable representationπ of Mp n (R) with Harish-Chandra parameter λπ ∈ √ −1t * . Then there exists a constant c ψ > 0 which does not depend onπ such that
Ifπ is non-genuine, then by [HII08b, Lemma 2.2] applied to the L-parameter φ : W R → SO(2n + 1, C) ofπ regarded as a representation of Sp n (R), there exists a constant c ′ ψ > 0 which does not depend onπ such that
where the γ-factor on the right is the Artin factor attached to φ. Since we already know that the formal degree conjecture holds for Sp n (R) (see [HII08b, Proposition 2.1]), we must have c ψ c ′ ψ = 2 −n . Now assume thatπ is genuine. Let σ ∈ Irr sqr SO(p, q) be the representation associated tõ π as above. By [AB98, Theorem 3.3], the Harish-Chandra parameter of σ is given explicitly in terms of λπ via the orbit correspondence in [ibid., applied to the L-parameter φ : W R → Sp n (C) of σ, and in view of the definition of the L-parameter ofπ, we see that
for the same constant c ′ ψ . Note that the factor 2 −n arises from the difference between the length of roots for SO(2n + 1, C) and that for Sp n (C). Also note that γ ar (1,π, Ad, ψ) is a positive real number. This proves the proposition.
We will consider the theta correspondence for the dual pair (Mp n (R), SO(2n + 1, R)) where SO(2n+1, R) is the split odd special orthogonal group as in §4. Set g ′ = Lie Mp n (R)⊗ R C and g ′′ = Lie SO(2n + 1, R) ⊗ R C. Let K ′ and K ′′ be the standard maximal compact subgroups of Mp n (R) and SO(2n+1, R) respectively. We will write Irr SO(2n+1, R) for the set of equivalence classes of irreducible (g ′′ , K ′′ )-modules which we identify with infinitesimal equivalence classes of irreducible admissible continuous representations of SO(2n + 1, R) on locally convex spaces. Similarly for Irr Mp n (R). Analogously to §4, the Howe duality [How89] associates to each σ ∈ Irr SO(2n + 1, R) an admissible (g for some W ∈ W ψ (σ). Suppose on the contrary that B ≡ 0. Choose W ∈ W ψ (σ) such that W (e) = 0, and set φ(t) := W (diag(t, I 2n−1 , t −1 )) |t| −n . Then φ is integrable over F and φ(1) = 0. For any x ∈ F , we havê φ(x) = F * φ(t)ψ(tx) |t| dt = B(σ(λ 1,2 (x))W ) = 0.
This implies that φ = 0, which is a contradiction. Thus B is not identically zero.
Recall that the local Langlands correspondence defines an injection L : Irr gen SO(2n + 1, R) −→ Irr GL 2n (R).
Note that its injectivity follows from [Vog78, Kos78] . By [Sha85, Sha90] and the definition of L, we have γ (s, L(σ) × τ, ψ) = γ ar (s, L(σ) × τ, ψ) = γ ar (s, σ × τ, ψ) = γ (s, σ × τ, ψ)
for σ ∈ Irr gen SO(2n + 1, R) and τ ∈ Irr gen GL m (R), m ≥ 1.
Proposition B.3.
(1) For any σ ∈ Irr sqr,gen SO(2n+1, R) we have − → θ ψ (σ) = D ψ −1 (L(σ)). (2) We have γ(s, − → θ ψ (σ) × τ, ψ) = γ(s, σ × τ, ψ) for σ ∈ Irr sqr,gen SO(2n + 1, R) and τ ∈ Irr gen GL m (R), m ≥ 1.
Proof. For σ ∈ Irr sqr,gen SO(2n + 1, R), set π = L(σ). Then π = π 1 × · · · × π n , where π 1 , . . . , π n are pairwise inequivalent irreducible square-integrable representations of GL 2 (R) with trivial central character. We can find an irreducible cuspidal automorphic representation Π i of GL 2 (A Q ) with trivial central character such that Π i,∞ = π i . By twisting Π i by a quadratic character of Q * \A * Q if necessary, we may assume furthermore that L( . This proves the first part. Also, the second part follows from the multiplicativity in τ , the global functional equation, and Proposition 4.5 (for finite places).
As in §4, we conclude from Propositions B.2 and B.3 that Theorem 3.1 holds for F = R. We can also deduce the following analogue of [LM14c, Corollary 3.4] for F = R from the formula for the formal degree. forW ∈ W ψ −1 (π), W ′ ∈ Ind(W ψ (π)), and Φ ∈ S(F n ).
Proof. Let π ∈ Irr msqr GL 2n (R) be of the form (3.2). (We necessarily have k = n, i.e., π = π 1 × · · · × π n , where π 1 , . . . , π n are pairwise inequivalent irreducible square-integrable representations of GL 2 (R) with trivial central character.) Since π is the local component of an irreducible automorphic representation Π as in the proof of Proposition B.3, it follows from [LM14c, Remark 3.7] that π is good in the sense of [LM13] . In particular, there exists a constant c π such that ) forW ∈ W ψ −1 (π), W ′ ∈ Ind(W ψ (π)), and Φ ∈ S(F n ). The argument in the proof of Theorem 3.3 gives
